World Wide Web is an information retrieval system accessible via the Internet. Since all the web resources and documents are interlinks with hypertext links, it formed a huge and complex information network. Besides information, the web is also a primary tool for commercial, entertainment and connecting people around the world. Hence, studying its network topology will give us a better understanding of the sociology of content on the web as well as the possibility of predicting new emerging phenomena. In this paper, we construct networks by using random walk process that traverses the web at two popular websites, namely google.com (global) and mudah.my (local). We perform measurement such as degree distribution, diameter and average path length on the networks to determine various structural properties. We also analyse the network at the domain level to identify some top-level domains appearing in both networks in order to understand the connectivity of the web in different regions. Using centrality analysis, we also reveal some important and popular websites and domain from the networks.
because not only for the information but also as a primary tool for commercial, entertainment as well as connecting people from the whole world. Hence, the ability to study and extract hidden information from the network structure of the web will be of crucial importance in many different fields. For example, if we can accurately characterise the web content and structure, it might provide new insight to the interest of millions of individuals and organisation around the globe (Rusmevichientong et al., 2001) . Not only that, but information from the network structure also enhanced the design of ranking mechanisms as well as improving web crawler in terms of crawling strategy (Meusel et al., 2015) . In addition, studying its structure could also help detect rank manipulations such as spam ASM Science Journal, Volume 12, 2019 2 networks, which publish large numbers of "fake" links in order to increase the ranking of a target page (Meusel et al., 2015) .
Since the web is very informative and important, many research works have been performed on the web such as studying its topology (Barabási, et al., 2000; Broder et al., 2000; Lehmberg et al., 2014; Meusel et al., 2015) , its evolution (Hall and Tiropanis, 2012) and the different approaches in approximating certain aggregate queries of the web (Bar-Yossef et al., 2000; Rusmevichientong et al., 2001; Silvestri, 2013) .
Work by Broder et al. (2000) has shown that the network topology of the web can be studied using graph theoretic approaches. This information network or the web graph is a directed graph whose nodes describe the web pages while the hyperlinks are the edges. Their finding showed that the web graph has bow-tie structures and displayed power-law degree distribution. The power-law behaviour is also found from the work of Barabási et al. (2000) , where they studied the network sampled from the nd.edu domain, containing 325729 nodes and 1469680 edges. Similar behaviour is also shown in work by Silvestri (2013) where he performed random walks with a jump on the web, collecting 35616 URLs in approximating 133500 steps and Meusel et al. (2015) where they considered the web in different aggregation level.
As the current web contains more than four billion pages and increasing each day (www.worldwidewebsize.com), it is impossible to map the web completely. Besides, analysing the massive amount of data as in the work of Broder et al. (2000) and Meusel et al. (2015) , it will be computationally intensive and time-consuming. However, it is still possible to work with some subgraphs of the web by utilising the random walk method as described by Silvestri (2013) aided by a programme written in Mathematica. The dataset for his work is collected using a random walk programme. Random walk is a stochastic process where the network created by taking repeated random steps (Newman, 2010) . In this random walk sampling, the walker will randomly produce path by crawling to a random webpage. In his work, he has applied random walk with jumps when the walkers traverse the web. What happened here is that instead of returning to the initial URL, the walker will jump to an URL chosen at random from the walks' history and perform additional steps. The process is repeated to generate the dataset for the web graph.
In this paper, we present a study of the structure of the web using random walk sampling method without jumpstarting from two different popular websites, namely google.com (global) and mudah.my (local) . Mudah.my is one of Malaysian favourite online marketplace selling and providing a wide variety of products and services. We expect the networks sampled from the two regions will present an informative connectivity pattern. We also studied the effect of a number of walkers on the network structure by fixing the number of steps and varying the number of random walkers. We work on the aggregation version of the network namely host-level network as this can significantly reduce the number of nodes and edges and at the same time shed some light on the connectivity of the websites rather than individual pages. We will further perform measurement such as degree distribution, diameter and average path length on the networks to determine various structural properties. We also analyse the network at domain level to identify some top-level domains appearing in both networks in order to understand the connectivity of the web in different regions. Finally, centrality analysis is used to determine the most important and influential websites in these networks.
II. MATERIALS AND METHOD

A. Sampling the World Wide Web
In this work, we utilise random walk sampling programme written in Mathematica (Silvestri, 2013) to sample the web. This is done on a 2.40 GHz Intel Core, i7-5500u CPU with 12 GB of RAM. For each website, we perform four sets of sampling, namely one walker with 20000 steps, five walkers with 4000 steps, 20 walkers with 1000 steps and 40 walkers with 500 steps. In each dataset, the total steps performed in 20000 steps. In each run, the walker will start at two fixed websites, namely google.com and mudah.my.
The programme will first request the web page at the specified URL, and the server responds by sending the HTML documents. All links from the webpage will be extracted and then randomly choose a link. If the chosen webpage is unavailable, the programme will choose another link randomly. For webpages without valid outgoing links, ASM Science Journal, Volume 12, 2019 3 the programme will backtrack one step and choose again. All these processes will be repeated until all steps set by the user are exhausted. All data will be saved as text file and will be used for construction of network. According to Silvestri (2013) , the programme sometimes might end earlier because all hyperlinks of the page have been exhausted or the walker is trapped in certain URL which does not have valid outgoing links. In the construction of the network, not all crawled data are used to build the network. The programme will aggregate the data by merging pages from the same hostname (e.g.
www.google.com, support.microsoft.com etc.) into a single node. Hence, the total number of original nodes are greatly reduced, and the network formed is called the host level network.
B. Properties and Measurement
of Network
Fundamental of network
The web is viewed as a directed network, and thus it can be represented as ( , ) where the web pages are the nodes, while the hyperlinks are edges, . Since we are dealing with a host-level network, the node is the hostname. The topology can is represented by its adjacency matrix whose elements = 1(0) if node and are (not) connected by an edge. For the web network, the out-degree and in-degree are measured using equations
respectively. The number of edges is just equal to the ingoing ends of edges at all nodes, or just the total number of outgoing ends of edges Newman, 2010) . Usually, the in-and out-degree are similar for each network.
In-and out-degree distribution
One of the network properties of interest is the power-law degree distribution or sometimes called scale-free. Many realworld networks have shown to be a scale-free network where they have long tail probability distribution that follows the power-law expressed as ( ) = − where ( ) is the probability of the degree , is constant and is the exponent. The web has been reported by Barabási et al. (2000) , Broder et al. (2000) and Newman (2010) to be a scale-free network and has a range 2 ≤ ≤ 3 (Clauset et al., 2009; Newman, 2010) . This feature can be spotted easily when we look at the histogram of degree distribution on a log-log plot or construct the cumulative distribution function (CDF). CDF for in-degree is defined as
is the probability of in-degree of , is the maximum of and is the probability of indegree of . Same goes to out-degree, a similar expression for out-degree CDF can be shown as
A generally accurate method of estimating the exponent of the power-law in CDF has been explained in work by Clauset et al. (2009) . The method used by them is the maximum likelihood estimators (MLE) which give accurate estimates in the limit of large sample size and given an appropriate minimum bound . According to them, by setting ≥ 6 and ≥ 50, a reliable exponent which is accurate to about 1% can be achieved. Setting as 6 for the MLE calculation is a good approximation for the powerlaw behaviour as the "tail" of the distribution start there.
The MLE is given as
where is the minimum degree for which the powerlaw holds and is the number of nodes with the degree ≥ . For standard deviation on ̂, it is given as
(2)
Using Equations (1) and (2), we estimate the power-law exponents and the results are shown in Table 2 . Networks G1 (in-and out-) and M2 (out-) do not lie in between the range 2 ≤ ≤ 3 is likely due to there are quite a number of vertices with a higher degree, and also the tail does not go far as is not big enough. This issue can be solved if ASM Science Journal, Volume 12, 2019 4 more nodes or steps are considered.
Centrality analysis on Host Level Network
The importance or the prestige of a website can be determined by using centrality analysis. We apply degree centrality (DC) and PageRank (PR) to capture these properties. In a directed network, DC can be defined as the number of edges incident or exiting upon a node. To justify an important node, it is more illuminating if edges are directed to it in comparison to edges exiting the node. In other words, if more webpages put a hyperlink to a website, this means that that website must be of some importance. Hence, we measure DC based on ingoing edges. As for PageRank, it is a popular measure for prestige or influence of a website. If any website is hyperlinked by many important websites, this means that the website must be of high importance too. In matrix term, PR is expressed as = + where is the diagonal matrix with element = ( , 1), and are positive constant and is the adjacency matrix of the network (Newman, 2010) .
III. RESULT AND DISCUSSION
A. Construction and Statistical
Properties of the Network
Construction of the networks from the datasets is shown in Figures 1 and 2 where the walkers covered 61.1% of the total steps followed by G4 with 49.8%.
The complexity of the network can also be determined shows lower density if the network has few edges. Sparsity of the networks here has two implications; 1) lack of RWs to sample all possible hyperlinks in each website causing many of the nodes to be periphery nodes (Csermely et al., 2013) or 2) most of the websites do not have many ASM Science Journal, Volume 12, 2019 6 hyperlinks directed to them causing lower probability for the walkers to access that page again. The sparsely connected networks usually have a scale-free, power-law degree distribution (Newman, 2010) .
From the connectivity of the networks, we determine the diameter and the average path length (APL) for the strongly connected component (SCC) of the networks. Strongly connected network means that for any pair of nodes and in the network, there is a path connecting them (Broder et al., 2000) . Measurement is based on the giant strong component only because if no path exists between two nodes, then the distance will be considered infinity. Noted that the giant strong component is the largest fully connected part of a network (Ma, 2003) . From the results, G4 has a smaller diameter of 20 and APL of 5.982 in comparison to M4 with diameter 31 and APL 7.076. Results from Broder et al. (2000) has shown that the diameter of the central core is at least 28, while the average length is 16. The difference in our results is because our network has considered too few nodes. Nevertheless, our results do imply that G4 has a stronger core and less divided clustered as compare to M4. This suggests that most of the websites crawled by the walkers from google.com has stronger connection with each other.
According to Figure 4 and 5, we notice that there is a rather straight line between a degree 1 < < 6 in all the networks.
This shows that there is right-skewed degree distribution on all the networks where most nodes are of low degree. From the dataset, it is found that more 50% of the nodes are of degree one, meaning that the RW just passed through them only once. This might imply that more than 50% of the websites are not popular site where they lack the hyperlinks pointing to the site. As for those who have high degree, they are most probably famous website. Usually for famous website, it will have many hyperlinks pointing towards that website.
Hence, it becomes a hub and the probability of RW to come back to the same site is much higher. Overall, networks from both the global and local websites show a similar pattern which is having power-law behaviour. Table 3 . The values in brackets represent the total number of TLDs tallied.
The values at each TLDs represent the relative frequency of each TLD in a network. Websites from the top five TLDs have amounted to more than 80% of the total number of nodes of the network. TLD ".com" appear as top public suffix as it alone has covered more than 60% for all the networks. This is followed by ".org" ranging from 4% to 26%. This distribution is generally agreed with the report from Verisign Domain Country-code TLD (ccTLD) such as ".my", ".eu" and ".ca"
only cover small fractions in the networks because their market fraction is very small in comparison to other TLDs.
One reason for these small values is that TLD such as ".com" 
D. Centrality Analysis
Results for DC and PR measurement for network G4 and M4 are shown in 
IV. CONCLUSION
In this work, we have visualised the aggregated version of the networks sampled from the global and local websites, namely google.com and mudah.my using random walk process.
From the study, generally, all networks follow the common power-law degree distribution except for the networks G1 and M2. This is likely due to a number of vertices with higher degree, and also the tail does not go far as is not big enough.
Having fixed the number of steps and varying the number of walkers has shown to impact the properties of the networks. Increasing of number of RW has shown to increase the number of edges and nodes, hence increased the coverage of the steps as well as the number of TLDs. In contrast, the network density decreases as the number of nodes increase, ASM Science Journal, Volume 12, 2019 9 forming a sparsely connected network.
Measurement of the connectivity of the network has revealed that the average diameter and path length from the global site is shorter than the one from the local site. This suggests that most websites traversed by the walkers from the global site have a stronger connection with each other.
From crawling time perspective, RW at all global site networks takes less time to complete the task in comparison to the local site. Based on domain analysis, main TLD of these networks is ".com" covering more than 60% of the total nodes followed by ".org" covering 4% to 26%. The appearance of ccTLD at local sites networks give a strong indication of the origin of the sampled networks.
From centrality analysis for network G4 and M4, cocatalog.loc.gov is the only site that appears in all measurements. This shows that this website is quite popular and influential as many sites in both networks linked it to them. Another important finding is that stackexchange.com is a popular domain as it appears a few times in PR and DC measurements for both networks.
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